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Abstract— Big data is a game changing thing. Successful organizations are achieving business advantages by analyzing big
data. It has received significant attention in recent years but some challenges are one of the major causes in diminishing the
growth of organizations. The main issues why these organizations are not begin their planning stage to implement the big data
strategy because they don’t know enough about the big data and they don’t understand the benefits of big data. In this study, an
attempt is made to review the role of big data in the business.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The aim of big data is to provide better usage of resources and storage, reduce the time of computation and good business decision
making. The term “Big data” indicates data, but in huge or enormous form, which cannot be processed by the conventional database
systems.
Its basic characteristics are 3v’s which are volume, velocity and variety. Here volume means data in large quantities. Velocity is just
like social media data streams in which data is increasing on social networks for example posts on facebook and tweets on twitter.
Last thing variety means data in many formats like structured, unstructured and semi structured. Every day world create 2.5
quintillion bytes of data; 90% of the data in the world today has been created in the last two years alone [1]. Data is growing at
exponential rate and the experts of the data analytics technology do not have enough knowledge to analyze that enormous amount of
data. Big data presents three main aspects to any organization for interest, first one is lacking of arrangement. Second it produces
new opportunities. Third, technologies used for big data having low cost.
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This review is an attempt to investigate the role of big data in business. The main aim of this research is to discuss the impact of
using data mining techniques and frameworks of big data as the optimal strategy in achieving accuracy and timing in fast and
reliable business decision making. Key challenges also discussed in this study, which big data are facing now.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
This paper is based on the randomly selected articles in the field of big data. Twenty five articles were positively identified for the
study and read completely for the review. Calculations included in these articles were carefully rerun to guarantee information
accuracy. In this review a question is posed
Question: What is the role of big data in business?
The required data is extracted from the papers to answer the question posed above.
III. BIG DATA FOR BUSINESS
Organizations are grappling with what big data is and how it effects their organizations and how it makes benefits to their
organizations. A survey is conducted in which found that the only 12 percent organizations are implementing or executing the big
data strategy and 71 percent organizations are going to begin the planning stage [2]. It is clear that organizations need good
knowledge of customers, goods and rules, with the help of big data organizations can find new ways to compete with other
organizations. The organizations of the world are using the big data for their future decisions. Types of decisions that organizations
can make from big data are smarter decisions, future decisions and decisions that make the difference [3]. Organizations are making
business decisions on the basis of the transactional data in past and in present but there is another kind of data which are nontraditional, less structured data for example weblogs, social media, Email and photographs that can be used for effective business
decisions making. Oracle offers the products to acquire and organize these data types and analyze them to find new insights.
Oracle’s big data solution have 4 steps which are acquire big data, organize big data, analyze big data and decide on the basis of
these analyses[1]. Three models are also described for extracting value from big data. First model is ETL Extract, Transform, and
Load. Second model is Interactive Queries. Third model is Predictive Analytics. Intel is taking advantage from big data and it has
helped to speed up the innovation process [4].
Organizations which built around big data from start are Google, eBay, LinkedIn, and Facebook. These organizations did not need
to integrate big data with their existing sources of data [5]. A process has been described (Figure 1) for the organizations that are
interested in adopting Big Data [6].

Figure 1: Research Framework of Technology Strategy Planning [6]
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Steps of this process are following






Decision criteria are dependent on the decision factors which are social factors, technological factors and economical
factors.
Candidate Scenarios, There are different scenarios which organizations can select for big data e.g. big demand and
cautiously optimistic.
Candidate Technologies are data warehouse, cloud analytics, embedded analytics and big data visualization.
Technology Assessment Indicators are global market size, enterprise adoption ratio, entrance barrier and strength of
industry.
Technology Planning Implications, two types of implications are here which is technology planning implications for
scenario big demand and technology planning implications for scenario cautiously optimistic.

By adopting this strategy organizations can get the fruits of big data.
IV. BIG DATA GOALS
Big data helps to achieve various goals [5], which are following.
4.1 Cost Reduction
Hadoop is a framework for storing huge amount of data on distributed clusters. In Hadoop cluster, one year storage cost for one
terabyte is $2,000. That is 800 times less than the traditional relational databases.
4.2 Time Reduction
Macy’s merchandise pricing optimization application calculates data sets in seconds or in minutes which actually can take hours for
calculation.
4.3 Support in Internal Business Decisions
The main idea of big data is to assist in the interior company decisions like, what kind of new products should be offered to people?
, How much stock should be detained? And what must be the cost of our item?
4.4 Developing New Big Data-Based Offerings
Big data must be used to create new products and offerings. LinkedIn is the top example, which has used big data to develop
products and offerings, including jobs you may be interested in, who have viewed my profile, people you may know, and numerous
others. These ideas have pulled people to LinkedIn.

V. DATA MINING WITH BIG DATA
In production environment big data mining process does not end. A good big data analytics platform has factors like speed of
development, robustness, easily analyze huge amount of data. Growth of data in terms of size and number of users has increased in
past few years. In 2010 there were only 4 data analysts working at twitter but now there are thousands of employees working at
hadoop cluster node data centers of twitter. Twitter increased the analytics power before the exact time and if an organization does
not do this before it needed then these issues will become nightmares [7]. Extracting information from the stream data at real time is
the good way to come to know what is happening at the spot. Stream data arrive at very high speed and it is very difficult to analyze
stream data at real time, stream data requires very efficient algorithms for mining , that algorithm should be accurate. [8].Online
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news, social media and micro blogs are the examples of streams created by the users. Solutions to deal with these streams were not
designed. Samoa was a platform for mining these streams. This is a tool for online mining in the cloud environment. Samoa can be
run on different distributed stream processing engines like storm. In future Samoa will be open source and that will be evolution in
the research area of the big data stream mining. Samoa also provides API for algorithm developers [9]. A data driven model named
Hace is also proposed which aggregate the multiple sources of information; analyze data from the data mining perspective [10].
Big data helping Intel for improving their business intelligence; large portion of their data was unstructured which was 90 percent of
their enterprise data. Aims of the Intel were make better decisions, increase business velocity, discover and tap new markets. Intel
wants to increase their Business intelligence strength from the descriptive analytics to predictive analytics by using data mining
from big data [11].
VI. BIG DATA APPLICATIONS
Big data applications are being used in different industries. Fed BP Disaster response was an application for the government’s [USA
government] response in the disaster situation. This was built in 2010 when oil rate flow was a key issue. BP and independent
groups presented changeable estimates preventing efforts to manage the level and range of the U.S. Government’s response. NIST
analyzed the estimates and formed actionable intelligence on which to support the final reaction [12].
Applications in oil and gas business could be Equipment maintenance to prevent failure, production optimization, price
optimization, safety and compliance. Oil and gas companies have big competition in their field, and facing regular change. Firms
need to increase their production volumes and at the other hand they also want the healthy, safety and low risk environment. From
exploration and production of the oil, leading companies are using big data for new business values, reduce cost and increase
production [13].
Website of Whitehouse consists of all speeches of Barrack Obama. Aim was to find the influence of these speeches on the election.
A scrapper was made to collect all speeches from the website. Hadoop and Map reduce both are used for parallel processing of these
speeches. Study finds the most spoken or referred words, most referenced countries, personalities and also focus on internal and
foreign affairs. According to [14], these all things are the basis for the influence on the elections.
VII. BIG DATA FRAMEWORKS
Organizations daily process large amount of data, this generates high network traffic. Researchers are trying to design a data
analytics system which supports complex analysis from high network traffic. CLAaaS stands for Cloud-based Analytics-as-aService. CLAaaS was a conceptual architecture for the big data analytics in the cloud environment. It has features, which are
customization, collaboration and assistance. Data privacy can be created by implementing CLAaaS in a private cloud [15]. Camcube
is a cluster design and it used a topology to connect servers directly with one another. Camdoop is used to increase the capability
like processing of packets in networks to perform aggregation of data. In the network Output size is small as compare to the input
size. To overcomes this issue we adopted a new technique by decreasing traffic instead of increasing bandwidth. Camdoop have
property that camcube uses to forward traffic to perform in network aggregation of data [16].
Bigtable is used to store structured data having size in petabytes. In [17] a data model of Bigtable has described. Bigtable store data
of Google applications. Web indexing, Google Finance and Google earth are applications of the Google. These applications have
different requirements for storage. The storage, collection and use of data can also create new vulnerabilities and risks. After
analyzing these risks a framework has been proposed to help the effective use of data. In this framework few domains are
considered which are ethics, governance, science and technology. By using these all domains together organizations can be more
effective while making their decisions and avoid the failures of future projects [18].
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The method which is used for the fast and accurate analysis on the large data sets are sampling, sampling is the data set which
almost represents the all data set. In this article [19] an Earl framework was proposed which is an accuracy inference method and
increasing big data analytics. It works by choosing the appropriate sample size. EARL is used for mining algorithms to calculate
their outcome and errors. Accuracy of earl system will be same by increasing the samples sizes.
VIII.

BIG DATA CHALLENGES

8.1 Security and Privacy
Cloud security alliance big data working group identify top security and privacy problems that need to capture for making the big
data computing and infrastructure more secure. Most of these issues are related to the big data storage and computation. Some of the
challenges are secure data storage [20]. Various security challenges related to data security and privacy are discussed in [21] which
include data breaches, data integrity, data availability and data backup.
8.2 Dynamic Provisioning
A service of the cloud computing is infrastructure as service in which it provides computation resources on demand, many cloud
related companies are implementing this concept and to making it easy for customers to access these services. Current frameworks
do not have the property of the dynamic provisioning. Here is an issue that Compute resources can be insufficient for the submitted
job, some process may requires more resources. Another issue is scheduling and protection algorithm, current algorithms does not
consider these aspects [22].
8.3 Algorithms
Organizations were granting the papers by capturing key words from the abstract and titles. Analyzing the science with hand was
difficult task. After that work was done by program analyst. They use algorithms to do this work. These algorithms can be varying
from each other. This difference can reduce the effectiveness and reliability of the final result. Improvement in the data management
will result in better technology but it will face many issues. [23].
8.4 Misuse of Big Data
Challenges including potential misuse of big data are here, because information is power. Types of the data which people will
produce in the future are unknown. To overcome these challenges we have to strengthen and increase our intent and capacity [24].
8.5 Data Management
Data management is also a critical issue for corporation and industries. Data warehouse has efficient data management techniques.
In [25], two data warehouse management strategies are discussed; which are Immediate Incremental Management (IIM), Deferred
Incremental Management (DIM) but the favor is given to IIM because of its algorithmic implementation.

IX. BIG DATA FACTS AND FIGURES
In an organization everything is dependent on the decisions of the policymakers and their decisions are dependent on the data
mining techniques, data mining algorithms and frameworks of big data. By integrating data mining with big data frameworks we
can get more accurate business decision making. To find true business worth from big data, organizations require the tools to
analyze and arrange different data types from different sources. If, organizations have power to analyze data of any size, any type
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and from many sources then outcome is in form of deeper and reliable information about business trends, values and patterns. Data
types which are used for business decisions [2] are shown in figure 2.

Figure 2: Business Data Types for Decision support
Figure 3 indicates fraction of business data which is used for business decisions. An organization’s, 76 percent of customer data and
70 percent of product data are required for decision support. In the customer data 66 percent of business consumer data are used to
make decisions and from the product data 62 percent of selling side and 61 percent of buying side data are used to make decisions
[2].

Figure 3: Percentage of Business Decision Support Data
The 63 percent organization reports that the use of big data is beneficial for their companies and organizations [3]. Analytic
techniques go further than data mining to determine not only what has happened , but to predict what is going to happen based on
all data.
X. CONCLUSION
Big data must be integrated in the organization’s architecture, even the organization have their well established and large businesses.
Countries in the world, IT companies and the relevant departments have started working on big data. Organizations which built
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around big data are Google, eBay, LinkedIn, and Facebook. Large organizations are joining the data economy and combining the
big data analytics with traditional analytics. This will effect on the organization’s skills, leadership, structures and technologies. The
63 percent organization reports that the use of big data is beneficial for their companies and organizations. Organization’s more than
70 percent of customer and product data are used for the business decisions making. Key challenges which appear are designing big
data sampling and building prediction models from the big data streams. Challenges including potential misuse of big data are also
here, because information is power. Types of the data which people will produce in the future are unknown.
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